Using Electronic Library Resources

DIT subscribes to a large number of online databases, journals and eBooks. They are all subject to legally-binding licence agreements that specify how they can and cannot be used. The details of licences vary for each resource but most of them include the following key conditions:

1. Resources are for the sole use of currently employed DIT staff and currently registered DIT students. Some licences allow authorised use by others BUT only where specified and only in rare cases.

2. Resources are provided to support DIT teaching, learning, research and administration only. They must NOT be used for commercial gain or for work undertaken for the benefit of employers. This condition specifically includes students on work placement or undertaking assignments as part of their DIT studies.

3. Copies from a resource MUST be made within the terms of its licence. Normally, this excludes the copying of the whole or substantial parts of a database, journal or eBook.

4. Licences differ regarding the amounts and types of material they allow to be distributed as print copies for classes or to be included as extracts in WebCourses. The vast majority of the licences are not governed by Irish law, so you CANNOT rely on educational exemptions contained in the Irish Copyright Act.

5. Copyright statements, proprietary marks or protective measures on any copies and downloads from a resource must NOT be removed or tampered with.

Please contact us for further information about the use of library resources generally or about the licences of individual resources:

Dr Philip Cohen              Ms Ann McSweeney
Head of Library Services    Sub-Librarian, Collection Development
philip.cohen@dit.ie          ann.mcsweeney@dit.ie